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A bit of Background… 

Aims and Objectives  

The Western Isles Cancer Care Initiative formally began in November 2017 after many years of 

preparation and negotiation to bring it to fruition.   

The main purpose of the Western Isles Cancer Care Initiative is to provide support, assistance 

and information directly or indirectly to people affected by cancer throughout the Western Isles; 

to further build cancer awareness and research and to promote and influence effective care, 

involvement and support for people affected by cancer.   

WICCI is a registered local charity established in partnership with Macmillan Cancer Support (MCS) 

Scotland to address needs and provide support for specific issues faced by cancer patients and 

their families in the Western Isles.   

WICCI has the following vision: 

The Western Isles Cancer Care Initiative in partnership with Macmillan Cancer 

Support, fundraising committees and local people will develop specific 

support, information and financial systems to relieve issues of isolation and 

disadvantage by improving access to information and support and reducing 

financial hardship for cancer patients and affected families throughout the 

Western Isles. 

 

Partnership with Macmillan Cancer Support Scotland  
WICCI would not exist without the extensive support provided 

by Macmillan Cancer Support through the direct funding of the 

office and staff, the allocation of funds every year for the Social 

Fund and the opportunities provided throughout the vast 

Macmillan Cancer Support network.   

 

Macmillan Cancer Support currently support WICCI through: 

a. £70,000 raised in the name of Macmillan Cancer Support on the Western Isles and 

online annually will be allocated to WICCI for the Service Development Fund.    

b. A Capital Grant of £165,000 has been allocated to plan and develop the stated vision. 

The funding will finance the office running costs and staff until November 2020.  

c. A service level agreement between WICCI and MCS will continue and a mutually agreed 

work plan will be reviewed annually.  

The various Western Isles Macmillan Cancer Fundraising 

committees will continue to operate normally and as 

separately constituted organisations.   

Tribute should be paid to the tireless work and energy given 

by the volunteers on the fundraising committees who have 

raised a considerable amount for Macmillan Cancer over 

the years.   
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This agreement between WICCI and Macmillan Cancer Support ensures £70,000 will be returned 

directly to the Western Isles over the next three years to operate the WICCI Service Development 

Fund.    

The remaining funds raised locally are allocated to National MCS 

programmes such as Macmillan Nurses, Benefits Advice Service, 

MCS Support Line etc, which directly benefit our community both 

at home and when receiving treatment on the mainland.   

 

Trustees 

The WICCI Charity is run by voluntary trustees, driven by the desire to help those affected by cancer 

in the Western Isles.  The Trustees should be applauded for their efforts to bring the charity to 

fruition, and also for their hard work and time to manage the project on a day to day basis.   

WICCI has space for 12 Trustees including 1 Trustee appointed by MCS (Scotland).  

The current Trustees are as follows: 

 Donald Macleod (Chairman)  

 Iain Macaulay (Vice Chairman) 

 Lindsay Macleod (Treasurer) 

 Mabel Macleay (Secretary) 

 Tommy Gorman (MCS representative)  

 George Murray,  

 Margaret Eaves,  

 Christina Maciver,  

 Jessie Murray,  

 John Macdonald 

There are vacancies for two additional trustees and efforts are in place to fill these vacancies at 

the next AGM.  Applications would be welcome from any member who feels they can give time and 

expertise to the charity.  

Membership  
WICCI membership is open to any individual resident of the Western Isles over 18 years of age who 

has an interest in and commitment to the purposes of the charity. Incorporated/unincorporated 

organisations are also eligible for membership (they have one vote). There is no charge for 

membership.  

Members have the right to attend members’ meetings (including the annual general meeting) and 

have important powers under the constitution of the charity; in particular, the power to appoint 

people to serve on the Board of Trustees and take decisions on changes to the constitution itself.   

The members have no liability to pay any sums to help meet the debts (or other liabilities) of the 

organisation if it is wound up.   

Copies of our membership forms are available from the WICCI office or website.   

Staff  
WICCI currently employs a Development Manager, Helen Sandison, who is on a fixed term 

contract for the duration of the Macmillan funding support.  It is anticipated we will recruit part 

time administrative support officer in 2019.   
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Other Partnerships  
To ensure that new services are developed in line with community needs, WICCI have liaised with, 

and where possible worked in partnership with, a range of statutory and third sector organisations 

such as: Macmillan Cancer Support, Macmillan Nurses, Macmillan Benefits Adviser, Western Isles 

Health Board, Western Isles Council, Integrated Joint Board.  

WICCI has also developed close working relationships with a number of local patient support 

organisations and will continue these partnerships into 2019.    

- Hebridean Men’s Cancer Support group  

- Lewis & Harris Ladies Cancer Support group  

- Uist Cancer Care Forum 

- Barra Cancer Support Group  

- Western Isles Carers, Users & Supporters Network  

As a charity WICCI have the ability to access additional funding from local and national Trusts and 

Charities and National Lottery, for specific programmes and initiatives. 
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Our first year  
The Charity has now completed a full year of operation, beginning with the employment of the 

Development Manager in November 2017.  We are proud of our first year and achieved much more 

than anticipated.  We would like to thank all our supporters and partners in their help in 

establishing our project.   

 

WICCI Office 

One of the first tasks for WICCI was to establish the office space, organise equipment and supplies 

and begin to develop the WICCI Brand.   

 

We received a donation of £900 from Point & Sandwick Trust to assist 

with the setup of the office which was used to purchase a computer and 

printer.  The Trustees would like to thank Point & Sandwick Trust for their 

donation. 

 

Our office base in Third Sector Hebrides has worked really well providing 

us with a central location and access to the administrative support 

services that we need.  We would like to thank Third Sector Hebrides for 

their help and support in setting up the office and for their guidance in 

establishing the charity.   

 

The Trustees enlisted the help of HebWeb Designs to 

develop the WICCI Logo and the Website and after several 

suggestions, the WICCI Logo was created.  It has been 

designed to reflect the caring and supportive principle of 

WICCI, along with the importance of recognising the 

Western Isles remit of the Charity.  The colours were chosen 

to represent the partnership with Macmillan Cancer Support (green) and the purple colour was 

chosen as this represents all cancers.   

 

The WICCI Facebook page was also created and to date has over 600 followers, with engagement 

from users across the Western Isles.  It is an important tool in communicating directly with cancer 

patients and their families as well as providing a promotional platform for WICCI to spread the word 

of the charity and the work of Macmillan Cancer Support and other local and national cancer 

support structures.   

As a new organisation, raising our profile across the Western Isles was a challenging but 

fundamental priority in our first year.  We achieved this through the Facebook page and website, 

but also through attending many events throughout the year.  This gave us a chance to speak 

directly with our community, discuss issues around current cancer care provision and generally 

raise the profile of the charity and Macmillan Cancer Support.   

We believe receiving applications from across the Western Isles to the Social Fund demonstrates 

that we have successfully and actively promoted the project.   

It was important for WICCI to explain the unique relationship and partnership we have with 

Macmillan Cancer Support and the community were very receptive to the concept that that money 

that they were donating to Macmillan Cancer Support was directly coming back to the Islands 

through WICCI.   
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WICCI Launch  
The formal launch of the WICCI project took place on Saturday 5th May 2018 at the Lewis 

Retirement Centre in Stornoway.   

Guests included Janice Preston, Macmillan Cancer Support Scotland, Alasdair Allan MSP. 

Macmillan Cancer Scotland Staff, Isle of Lewis Macmillan fundraising committee (who also 

provided the lunch and teas).   

Over 50 people attended the day, from cancer patients, various cancer support organisations, 

general members of the public and some agency partners.   

The day was a great success and very well received by all those present.   
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Social Fund  
In addition to promoting WICCI throughout the Western Isles, one of the main priorities in our first 

year was to develop a strategy and criteria to ensure confidential distribution of support directly to 

cancer patients and their families throughout the Western Isles – the Social Fund.   

Having focused for several years on establishing the WICCI 

project, it was a new challenge for the Trustees to now 

consider the implications of actually delivering grants and 

many questions and difficult scenarios were discussed 

and debated.   

The Social Fund was created as the main activity of WICCI, 

to provide direct financial support for cancer patients in 

the Western Isles.   

It was vitally important to the Trustees that applicants to 

the Social Fund were assessed anonymously, so 

procedures were put in place to ensure this was the case.  

Grants of up to £500 are available to anyone living in the 

Western Isles with a current cancer diagnosis, and this 

grant can be used to support costs such as basic living 

expenses, travel costs* and specialist equipment and 

support required as a result of a cancer diagnosis, 

treatment or recovery. *WICCI support cannot be a replacement 

to statutory entitlements such as patient travel or benefits.   

Currently to date (December 2018), 80 applications for funding 

have been approved by the Trustees, allocating over £38,000 in 

grants directly to those affected by cancer in the Western Isles.   

A breakdown of the grants awarded in 2018 can be found in the 

appendices.   

Service Development 
The annual allocation of £70,000 from Macmillan Cancer 

Support was primarily ring-fenced for the operation of the Social 

Fund. However, in the first year of operation there was a significant underspend (£30,000), which 

was expected given the first year of operation.  It was agreed by the Trustees, with approval from 

Macmillan Cancer Support that £15,000 of this underspend would be used to fund an after care 

project in 2019 (see more about this in ‘What next for 2019’ section) and the remaining 

underspend be used to ‘top up’ any overspend in the Social Fund allocation in 2019 and beyond.   

Donations  
Over the year we have received some very generous donations from individuals and organisations 

to further the work of WICCI.  These donations were welcomed by the Trustees and it was agreed 

they would be used to further support the aims of the organisation.     

 

In total we received £8,869.08.  We would like to thank the following for their donations: 

Delights Stornoway, Alasdair Allan MSP, Angus B McNeil MP, Isle of Lewis Probus Club, Pointers 

Youth Café, GA Barnie (Stornoway), S Mackay, Nicolson Institute YPI group, Lighthouse to 

Lighthouse fundraising team and individual donations.    
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Cancer Care Conversation  
Over the course of our first year, it became clear that those attending cancer support organisations 

(Hebridean Men’s Club, Lewis & Harris Ladies Cancer group, Uist Cancer Forum and Barra Cancer 

Support Group) and the many patients we were dealing with through the Social Fund applications 

were experiencing many similar issues in relation to their ‘cancer experience’.  These were around 

issues of travelling off island for treatment, patient and escort travel and after care support once 

treatment was completed.  

 

WICCI decided to hold an event to further discuss these areas and hopefully pull together some 

action points to feed back to health professionals, Macmillan Cancer Support and the other 

agencies involved in cancer support in the Western Isles.   

 

At the same time, in discussion with colleagues in 

Macmillan’s Engagement team, it was apparent that this 

event could be held in partnership as they too were 

planning to further engage with cancer patients in the 

Western Isles.   

Therefore, in conjunction with Tara Anderson and her 

colleagues, a ‘Cancer Care Conversation’ event was 

organised on Saturday 1st September which was open to 

anyone who was affected by cancer care in the Western 

Isles.  The event was fully funded by the Macmillan 

Engagement Team.   

We had representatives from current and historic cancer patients, carers, 

support organisations, health professionals and support staff.   

The format of the day was primarily presentation based with breakout 

participatory sessions to further discuss the presentation topic based on 

participants’ personal experience.   

For each participatory session we asked three questions of each group.  

These comments were recorded and pulled together in the final report 

compiled by the Engagement team.   

From the event there were many action points for WICCI to progress 

including The development of a Western Isles Cancer Patient Charter, a 

community led campaign on patient escort travel and the development of 

an After Care Support centre.   

 

Overwhelmingly, the evaluation of the event was positive and most recorded that the event had 

been worthwhile and beneficial.  It is hoped to make this event a regular occasion.   
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Patient Escort Travel  
Following on from direction given at the Cancer Conversation event, WICCI developed a round table 

discussion group with members from the cancer support organisations and other long term 

conditions support groups to discuss the issues raised around patient escort travel.   

With the help of our MSP Alasdair Allan, we began dialogue with the health board over the patient 

escort policy which had been amended, resulting in many patients being denied an escort at times 

when they were travelling to the mainland for important appointments.   

The feedback received from the health board was not supportive of any potential amendments to 

the policy to take into account some of the special conditions many cancer (and life changing 

conditions) patients may require an escort.   

We proposed the following amendments to the current policy: 

- Anyone attending a mainland appointment for a potentially life changing diagnosis will be 

automatically entitled to an Escort. 

- Once diagnosed, that anyone attending an appointment involving air travel for their treatment 

plan should be entitled to an Escort. 

- That the Specialist Nurses directly involved with a Patient’s Care (a Macmillan Nurse for 

example) should be able to recommend approval of Escorts whilst patients are in their care, 

rather than being referred through the Medical Director. 

As a result, WICCI in conjunction with the Heb Men’s Group, Ladies Cancer Group, Uist and Barra 

Support groups, launched a community petition in December 2018 addressed to the Health 

Secretary and registered with the Scottish Parliament Petitions Committee.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within a few weeks the online petition had reached over 1500 signatures and over 1500 

signatures were collected on paper petitions circulated throughout the Western Isles.   

WICCI will progress the campaign into 2019 and look forward to a more meaningful dialogue with 

the health board for a suitable resolution to the issues experienced by so many patients in the 

Western Isles.   
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What next for 2019?  

After Care Support Centre  
Following on from the Cancer Care Conversation, WICCI will look to develop a ‘drop in’ style centre 

in Stornoway, but with breakout sessions throughout Uist & Barra.   

The centre will offer patients who are going through treatment, or recently completed, and their 

families a variety of treatments and sessions depending on their needs.  We aim to provide 

counselling services, therapies, group sessions and informational events on a regular basis.   

This service will be funded from the underspend from the 2018 Social Fund (£15,000) and other 

sources to be confirmed.   

This service will be self-directed and participants can choose to attend sessions they wish, at no 

cost.  We will bring in specialist practitioners to provide the services on a self-employed basis.  

Social Fund  
The Trustees were overwhelmed with the number of applications received in 2018 and become 

concerned at the prospects for available funding in 2019 and practically, although they would like 

to help everyone, it is just not possible to do so.   

WICCI are due to receive a further £70,000 in 2019 from Macmillan Cancer Support for the Service 

Development Fund which is mostly allocated to the Social Fund.   

It became apparent that if the existing applicants were likely to re-apply in 2019 then there would 

very little available for any new applications.  This would then be further impacted in 2020, when 

there would be 2 years’ worth of potential re-applications.   

As a result, it was agreed by the Trustees that the following would be put in place to manage 

expectations and continue the fund for the future.  

1. Applicants who have received funding in 2018 would not be eligible to apply in 2019 

unless: 

a. They had received less than the £500 allocation in 2018 (they could apply for the 

balance) 

b. They were in dire need (applications would then be limited to £250)  

2. Set aside an ‘emergency’ sum of money to help with extreme cases of need 

These changes have now been implemented and the fund will continue to operate in 2019 for 

those eligible.   

Patient Escort Travel  
WICCI, in partnership with the various cancer support groups, will continue to campaign to the 

health board and Parliament on this issues surrounding patient escort travel.   

Developing Partnerships  
WICCI will continue to develop partnerships with key organisations with the aim of furthering the 

development of the project and securing the best experience for cancer patients in the Western 

Isles.   
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In partnership with Macmillan Cancer Support 
Iomairt Cùram Aillse nan Eilean Siar an co-bhonn ri Taice Aillse Mhic a’ Mhaolain 

 
 

 

 

 

 

‘TOGETHER WE WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE’ 
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